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Some non-governmental organizations identified with social and economic justice issues 
(and some trade unions) see themselves as representatives of  “civil society”, seeking 
“constructive dialogue” and formal recognition by governments and institutions like the 
World Trade Organization, the IMF and the World Bank which they seek to reform 
through lobbying. 
 
Other more radical movements reject these institutions and the entire free-market 
capitalist model.  Many of these movements, especially in the South, are connected with 
older anti-colonial, anti-imperialist struggles and see neoliberal globalization as the latest 
wave of a much older colonial project. 
 
It is easy to construct the debate around the terms of engagement with these institutions 
as being about tactics.  Yet it is about much more than that.  It is about ideas and 
understandings of the nature of injustice in the world, of capitalism, of imperialism, and 
what needs to be done about it.   
 
Indian activist and academic Radha D’Souza (1995) writes: “One cannot help wondering 
how much of the agenda of the critiques of the new economic order is set by those setting 
the terms of the new economic order itself”. 
 
The debate around whether the WTO, or the FTAA, or the World Bank, should be 
reformed by polite lobbying or dismantled and delegitimised takes us to the heart of 
neoliberal globalization.  Can we seriously talk about humanizing or adding a “social 
dimension” to the exploitation and misery inflicted by market capitalism? Do we truly 
believe claims by some environmental NGOs that we can “green” the vehicles for 
capitalist expansion, as the natural world is reduced to a mere commodity to be bought 
and sold in a global marketplace? Should we not be seeking a radical transformation of 
the current order and a dismantling of its institutions?   
 
The terms of engagement – and the language adopted by the various critics of 
neoliberalism often reflect markedly different understandings of the problem.   
 
There is no shortage of definitions of civil society.  Gramsci, de Tocqueville, Hegel, 
Marx, Putnam and many others have written volumes on the subject.  Other than a 



general agreement that it spans all forms of organizations between the household and the 
state, the notion seems to mean all things to all people. 
 
Who gets to be in “civil society” and how? Are people taking direct action on the streets 
against the authorities and unjust laws and international institutions, being teargassed, 
pepper-sprayed, beaten and arrested part of civil society? Who gets to represent “civil 
society” and decide what, for whom, and on whose behalf? 
 
I recall an experience I had in Hong Kong in October 2001. I was invited to speak at a 
conference organized against the East Asia Summit of the World Economic Forum, 
organised by a Hong Kong coalition, Solidarity and Resistance against Globalization.  In 
the closing session I was asked to give a talk about strategy in the final plenary 
confronting corporate globalization.  Prior to me, the Oxfam Hong Kong director 
advocated a tripartite approach – NGOs, government and the private sector could work 
together to reform the WTO and the other Bretton Woods institutions, he said. 
 
In response to this I argued that to expect such institutions to reform was like expecting a 
tiger to become a vegetarian, and that I believed that real change would come about 
through mass peoples struggles, not cosy dialogues between large NGOs and the agents 
for the free market.  I maintained that it was paradoxical to expect the very institutions 
which so zealously promote deregulation and liberalization to the benefit of global capital 
to somehow now regulate to protect human rights and the environment. I argued that we 
cannot build alternatives on the rotten foundations of an inherently unjust social, political 
and economic system. I suggested that this form of engagement by such NGOs serves to 
legitimize the institutions and their operations, and to marginalize more radical critiques 
which were less detached from the everyday realities of people struggling for justice 
against market reforms. I argued that while some NGOs’ cooptation would serve as great 
public relations ammunition for agencies still trying to dig themselves out of crises of 
credibility and legitimacy, while they would also help in the official and media 
constructions of more militant opponents of free trade as troublemakers and criminals, 
and justify security crackdowns against them. 
 
After I had spoken, Oxfam Hong Kong’s campaigns officer invited me to their office the 
following day, ostensibly to share notes about strategy. This turned out to be a pretext for 
telling me off like a naughty schoolboy for daring to argue that the WTO could not be 
reformed.   I was berated for “dictating” what people should think and do about the 
WTO.  As I sat in their upmarket corporate offices, I told her that I found it rather ironic 
that I – and my comrades from the Philippines peoples movement in the audience who 
stood up in support of my position – were being constructed as dictating what people 
should do.  I said something to the effect of: “I’m sitting here in the airconditioned 
offices of a multimilliondollar, multinational aid agency, and you are saying that I am 
dictating.”  She then proceeded to accuse me of supporting violence (“people’s struggles” 
was interpreted to mean “armed struggle”) and denied that there was any link between the 
way that “good NGOs” who would be hoping to have tea, cocktails and cookies with 
mouthpieces for the power elites, and media photo-ops were played off against more 



uncompromising groups who would be getting batoned and teargassed on the streets, 
arrested and jailed. 
 
In a very concrete way, this incident reaffirmed concerns which many activists have been 
raising about the divides within the “anti-globalization” movement.  And the way in 
which the “alternative” discourse about neoliberalism is a contested arena between 
reformists and those who seek a genuine and deep transformation at local and global 
levels.  In the global justice movement, whose voices are heard, and whose are silenced? 
 
I do not see how uncritical adoption and use of the term “civil society” advances peoples’ 
struggles for basic rights, for self-determination, liberation and decolonisation, and 
against imperialism and the neoliberal agenda in its various manifestations. This is not a 
case of a term which has emerged from peoples’ struggles being co-opted by power elites 
and subverted to serve another purpose – although the terminology lends itself entirely to 
the service of divide and rule strategies and the marginalization of social movements and 
more critical voices of dissent. 
 
Civil society is a construct which allows politically and economically powerful 
institutions to decide who is in, and who is out, when and if it suits their interests.  It has 
the added value of sounding broad and inclusive enough to add a gloss of legitimacy to 
any institution, program or system which can be shown to the public as somehow 
engaging with civil society, whoever that is.   
 
David McNally (2002: 197) writes: “The sphere of civil society was constructed as a 
polite space of cultural refinement, commercial exchange and intellectual discussion.  
While the meaning of the term has shifted over time, it is difficult not to see its use today 
as an attempt to invite mainstream respectability, to avoid being seen as part of the rabble 
or the mob”.  
 
Referring to the use of the phrase in the Philippines, after the mass mobilizations to oust 
President Estrada, Edmundo Santuario III (2001) observed: “it is now likewise being 
claimed by civic clubs, groups of rightist military elements, and politico-religious 
organizations, some legislators and others.” He writes, "civil society is actively bannered 
not necessarily as an antidote to poverty, corruption or as a vehicle for democratization, 
but to steer grassroots organisations away from the radical influence of political 
organisations calling for radical comprehensive revolutionary reforms." 
 
For James Petras and Henry Veltmeyer (2001: 129-130), “Most of the greatest injustices 
against workers are committed by the wealthy bankers in civil society who squeeze out 
exorbitant interest payments on internal debt; by landlords who throw peasants off the 
land; and by industrial capitalists who exhaust workers on starvation wages in 
sweatshops.”  Petras and Veltmeyer are highly critical of the way in which so many 
NGOs promote the notion of “civil society”:  “By talking about “civil society”, NGOers 
obscure the profound class division, class exploitation and class struggle that polarizes 
contemporary “civil society””. 
 



Many NGOs involved in campaigns on the WTO were outraged to learn that so many 
private sector lobby groups and pro-free market organisations and thinktanks had 
received NGO accreditation for the 2001 Doha Ministerial meeting.  Yet why such 
surprise? Feudal landlords, financial speculators, neoliberal thinktanks, corporate front 
groups, public relations spindoctors and the CEOs of the most rapacious corporations are 
all part of “civil society”. 
 
The Bretton Woods institutions, the "baby banks" like the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB), many governments and big business employ civil society rhetoric. The 
World Bank says it “welcomes the opportunity to work with civil society”.  According to 
its documents, the IDB’s “work with civil society takes on many forms.  At the 
operational level the Bank and its borrowers consult with civil society organizations 
(CSOs) and affected populations during the course of project preparation and 
implementation”.   
 
The Asian Development Bank seeks to “strengthen cooperation with civil society actors 
and to respond to their concerns.” In its 2001 document, “A Pacific Strategy for the New 
Millennium” it now blames the failure of its reform programs on lack of community 
ownership, not the neoliberal prescriptions that have been applied in thirteen Pacific 
Island member countries “[W]ider NGO involvement and consequent stronger ownership 
of the government’s development strategies and reform agenda has become a priority…��
NGOs and civil society groups have widely established their capability to mobilize 
communities, generate community participation and develop community movements, 
particularly for addressing poverty��ADB will also support the strengthening of NGOs 
and civil society groups to enable them play more active and effective roles in the 
development and implementation of development policies and strategies in the Pacific.” 
 
Engulfed by an ongoing crisis of legitimacy and credibility which not even the cynical 
exploitation of the September 11 attacks has rescued them from, the institutions which 
serve global capital, global institutions and governments, are seeking to legitimize 
themselves by engaging in “dialogue” with selected “responsive” NGOs.  The cynical 
conflation of support for the “war on terror” with support for free trade and investment 
has given renewed impetus for the criminalization of peoples movements around the 
world.  With this year’s WTO Ministerial Meeting in Cancun taking place over the time 
of the second anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, we can be sure that the present climate of 
hostility towards political dissent will be maintained and heightened.  And the 
“responsive” NGOs will be determined to distance themselves from militant resistance to 
the neoliberal agenda. 
 
Most of the lobbyist NGOs whose voices are most frequently heard in “anti-
globalization” circles and in the media are also the best-resourced, seeking “reform” of 
the institutions and processes which many of us work to delegitimize, deconstruct and 
dismantle, and are far removed from peoples’ struggles.   
 
As the New Zealand Trade Union Federation put it (1997): “For those organizing at the 
grassroots…exploitation, discrimination and repression in the workplace are the natural 



consequences of globalization, not an unfortunate by-product that can be fixed with a 
social contract”.   

Unfortunately, within many movements and networks committed to social change, it has 
often been implicitly (and rather arrogantly) assumed that people organising militant 
actions have little or no analysis, theoretical understanding or worthwhile things to say, 
unlike more “respectable” NGO policy people, lobbyists, and commentators. Such elitism 
and the cults of personality and power which develop around “experts” have no place in 
movements for social justice.  

Moreover, many NGOs which have the material resources and organisational 
infrastructure to regularly produce research documents and literature studiously avoid 
confronting fundamental issues like imperialism, capitalism or colonisation in any 
substantive way. Perhaps that is hardly surprising – there is little funding available for 
organisations which take explicitly anti-colonial, anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist 
standpoints by comparison with those advancing more reformist – or at least, ambiguous 
-positions. It is for reasons like this that I strongly encourage other activists and 
organizers to articulate their struggles and challenges and worldviews as part of 
legitimising voices outside of the NGO and union elites who often purport to represent us 
(see Choudry, 2002)��

It is no coincidence that it is from the ranks of more militant activist groups and 
communities of resistance in both North and South that some of the most powerful 
analysis and challenges to reframe the “anti-globalization” debate have emerged.  How 
can we understand, or confront the current manifestation of “globalization” unless we 
understand, and confront, all forms of colonialism, even if that means taking a long hard 
look at situations far closer to “home” than might be comfortable?   

I first visited Canada in 1997 to attend the Peoples Summit on APEC and events 
organised at the University of British Columbia (UBC) by APEC-Alert.  Of course that 
year’s APEC Summit came to be remembered as “SprayPEC” by many people after the 
security overkill at UBC which saw many protesters peppersprayed and others, like Jaggi 
Singh, targeted for “pre-arrest” in a highly politicised manner.  But the $100, 000 which 
Ottawa put into the Peoples’ Summit for administrative expenses was just part of the 
same gameplan which spawned to security crackdown.  The NDP provincial government 
had its own political reasons for supporting the Summit.  Ironically, while such a 
government-supported event would be rightly considered extremely suspect by western 
NGOs and trade unions were it held in Jakarta, Manila or Beijing, the same view did not 
appear to apply to taking money from Ottawa and Victoria. 
 
What better way to control dissent and to set the parameters for the discussions among 
“civil society”?  Corral the critics in a lavish venue (the Plaza of Nations – later to be 
used as the site for the RCMP Police Complaints Commission hearings into the police 
actions at APEC).  Minimise the risks of political embarrassment to Ottawa and other 
APEC “economies”.  Engage people in an “NGO Olympics” which looks good but 
challenges little.  Identifying and throwing money at the “constructive elements” within 



“civil society” and surveillance, violent arrests and pepperspraying are two sides of the 
same coin. Coopt and Clampdown. 
 
According to DFAIT, some NGOs in the Peoples Summit were “engaged in constructive 
discussion on how to broaden APEC’s work to include views of civil society”.  “There 
was no doubt that Canada wanted to work with civil society organizations (CSOs) and to 
try and broaden APEC’s discussion to include views from NGOs, academic and other 
component [sic] of civil society,” it said. But others were “involved in a less constructive 
process that could undermined [sic] both the efforts of Canada to engage civil society and 
efforts of the latter to have its voice heard by APEC”. Ottawa “was conducting ongoing 
discussions with constructive elements among the organizers, which we hoped would be 
helpful to vent steam,” then Deputy Trade Minister Len Edwards told Indonesian 
officials in September 1997. 
 
Something that struck me deeply about the 1997 Peoples Summit in Vancouver was the 
way in which many identified the corporate sector as the driving force behind APEC, and 
yet struggles like that of the Lubicon Cree in Northern Alberta against gas, oil and timber 
transnationals which had invaded their unceded territory with the complicity of the 
federal and provincial governments did not rate a mention.  Nor did the fact that the same 
“liberal democratic” government which claimed that it could influence Asian trading 
partners with Canadian values by engaging them through APEC had sent more armed 
forces against the Mohawk people in the 1990 Oka standoff than it sent to the Gulf War.  
And then there was the even more immediate Federal/BC government sanctioned 
massive military operation only a few hours drive away, at Gustafsen Lake in 1995, 
against a group of Indigenous Peoples defending sacred lands against an American 
rancher.  How serious can alternative initiatives advocating social justice be when they 
totally overlook such struggles?  How grounded in reality can they be? How 
transformative can a vision for an alternative world be when it ignores fundamental 
issues relating to the ongoing colonial occupation of Canada. 
 
The following year, Ottawa was at it again over APEC.  The Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) gave $60,000 to support an international conference on the 
engagement of civil society in the APEC process, a month before the 1998 APEC 
Summit came to Kuala Lumpur.  Its focus was on reconciling “civil society” with APEC 
and moving towards a “deeper and more formal process of engagement between civil 
society and APEC governments.” Then it put $25, 000 into the Asia Pacific Peoples 
Assembly held parallel to the 1998 APEC Summit, and another $25,000 into a meeting of 
the International Monitoring Group on Trade and Media around the same time. 
 
APEC was already facing a crisis of legitimacy and credibility following the “Asian” 
economic crisis.  The dominant strategy emerging over several years of concerted 
opposition against APEC was to delegitimize the forum and to adopt a position of non-
engagement.  In Vancouver, ministers had endorsed a public relations campaign because 
“support among the people of the region for continuing trade and investment 
liberalization is essential”. In May 1998, the Singapore-based APEC Secretariat called 
for proposals from communications consultants to help raise “understanding and support 



for liberalization”.  In Kuala Lumpur, rather than addressing the economic crisis and re-
examining the market model of economic development, APEC “ministers tasked officials 
to develop effective communications strategies to build community understanding for 
liberalization”. 
 
Back in Aotearoa New Zealand in 1998, a year before Auckland played host to the 1999 
APEC Leaders Summit, I obtained a copy of the New Zealand government’s Cabinet 
Strategy Paper: “APEC 1999 – Engagement with NGOs”.  It claimed: “[E]nsuring 
constructive participation by NGOs in the APEC process will be a critical part of the 
overall strategy of communicating the what, why and how of APEC to the New Zealand 
community.  It would also serve to demonstrate to the international community New 
Zealand’s ability to accommodate debate and dissent among a variety of NGOs”.  Its 
strategy of constructive engagement “will require engaging effectively with responsive 
groups and helping to meet as far as possible, their own objectives of being seen to 
influence its outcomes” (my italics), and “involves building broad public support for 
APEC and actively managing the risk of disruption.” (my italics) 
 
At a personal level I found this deeply ironic.  As an organiser with GATT Watchdog, a 
group which held an anti-APEC forum and a protest march and rally at the time of the 
July 1996 APEC Trade Ministers meeting in Christchurch, I had been the target of a 
bungled break-in by the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service and a police raid on 
my house.  In late 1998 New Zealand’s Court of Appeal ruled in a landmark decision 
(Choudry v Attorney-General) that the break-in had been illegal and that the SIS did not 
have the power of entry.  So to our organization and networks working on a year-long 
campaign to expose and oppose APEC and its neoliberal agenda found the NGO 
engagement strategy to be a cynical exercise in controlling domestic dissent.  After we 
circulated the cabinet papers to a wide range of NGOs and trade unions, the 
government’s plan to co-opt NGOs and harness them to do their work of selling APEC to 
middle New Zealand failed rather dismally, with few attending their NGO consultation 
sessions.   
 
Comrades from a number of countries have shared concerns about the impacts of 
NGOism on the reshaping of democratic and political space in their communities and 
countries, and the depoliticization of community struggles.  Many of us share concerns 
about the way in which so many NGOs frame the problems which they seek to address, 
and in turn obscure popular understandings of their causes.  US activist Patrick 
Reinsborough (Reinsborough, 2002: 22-23) argues: “Just as service oriented NGOs have 
been tapped to fill the voids left by the state or the market, so have social change NGOs 
arisen to streamline the chaotic business of dissent.  Let’s call this trend NGOism, that 
terrifyingly widespread conceit among professional “campaigners” that social change is a 
highly specialized profession best left to experienced strategists, negotiators and policy 
wonks.  NGOism is the conceit that paid staff will be enough to save the world.” 
 
Unfortunately there are many instances when NGOs and trade union leadership have 
worked to undermine grassroots mobilizations.  NGOs have frequently played a role of 
acting as a buffer between militant collective organising against the structural causes of 



injustice and the state, national or global capital and the institutions that serve their 
interests.   
 
The strength of the international mobilizations against both APEC and the MAI were in 
the success of those peoples’ movements – and some NGOs and trade unions – which 
adopted a strategy of both exposing the underlying agenda of these processes and in 
delegitimizing them.  Yet at the same time, some trade unions, through the Asia Pacific 
Labour Network, and at the Trade Union Advisory Committee at the OECD and quasi-
government institutions like ICHRDD (now known as Rights and Democracy) continued 
to seek to somehow “humanize” these fundamentally unjust economic arrangements.  We 
can see the same dynamics at play if we look to the WTO or the FTAA, despite the 
overwhelming stance being taken by mass organizations, especially in the global South, 
of a clear rejection of these institutions and the economic model which they adhere to. 
 
NGOs and their campaigns have a tendency to move on, leaping from project to project.  
People, causes, countries and issues get championed and jettisoned, only to be picked up 
again when they are convenient or when funders’ priorities change.  Meanwhile, ongoing 
peoples’ struggles for justice and dignity continue.  Aid, development and many 
advocacy NGOs now involved in activities on economic globalization frequently relate to 
the world in a way which sees countries, themes and issues go in and out of fashion like 
the latest designer clothing.  Sometimes when these NGOs speak of the need to link 
issues and concerns, I wonder how it was that they ever became disconnected.  All too 
often these organizations seem far more interested and aware of the response, if any, of 
the Bretton Woods institutions or the UN to their lobbying efforts, than to the demands of 
mass movements.   
 
All of this obscures the fact that it has been grassroots mass struggles in the North and the 
South which has brought about social change.  As NGOs and union bosses so often seek 
a seat at the tables of power for themselves, and prioritise lobbying over mass 
mobilizations, Michel Chossudovsky reminds us: “there is an important role for lobbying 
but this must be applied vigorously in close liaison with constituent social movements.  
The underlying results and information of these negotiations, however, must be 
channelled with a view to reinforcing rather than weakening grassroots action.  In other 
words, we should not allow “lobbying” to be conducted in an isolated and secretive 
fashion by organizations which are “hand picked” by the governments and the WTO.” 
 
Now in 2003 I think we can see many of the same tensions in the global justice 
movement, if we can call it that.  Take the recent Asian Social Forum (ASF) in 
Hyderabad, India.  Deeply concerned at the marginalization of grassroots social 
movements in the organising for, and the format of the event, many Indian and other 
Asian social movements organised events outside of the “alternative” forum. Many 
Indian social movement activists would not participate in the ASF because they saw it as 
being dominated by a handful of NGOs with little real connection to peoples’ struggles.   
 
A number of prominent NGO “leaders” have been quick to attack those protest. Just to 
take two examples. “Here we are protecting Nike, McDonalds, the GAP and all the while 



I’m thinking ‘Where are the police? These anarchists should have been arrested’”, Medea 
Benjamin of Global Exchange told a reporter during the Seattle mobilizations against the 
WTO in 1999 (cited in Cockburn, St Clair and Sekula, 2000:64)  
 
Commenting on the spirited mobilizations against the World Economic Forum in New 
York in January 2002, Council of Canadians chair, Maude Barlow told the Globe and 
Mail from the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre that the protests were “wrong and 
stupid” and somehow insensitive after the September 11 attacks. 
 
If we read the trade campaign literature of Oxfam (2002), Christian Aid (2002), or 
Greenpeace (2001), we see ample evidence of the attempts by these organizations to 
distinguish themselves as responsible, credible, reasonable representatives of “civil 
society” by attacking those who have engaged in non-violent direct action against the 
WTO and the World Bank.  In doing so they also seek to clearly and publicly distinguish 
themselves from anti-capitalist analyses of neoliberal globalization. In its 2002 campaign 
report on trade, Oxfam International dubbed the anti-globalization movement 
“globophobes” and won praise from the WTO Director-General, Mike Moore and pro-
free trade ministers around the world. Indeed the rabidly capitalist Forbes Magazine 
(November 27, 2000) had warmly praised NGOs like Oxfam for its cooperative, polite 
version of “opposition” conducted in the conference room, not the streets. 
 
Hong Kong-based labour researcher and activist Gerard Greenfield (2000) says that by 
“accepting globalization and focusing on the rhetoric of poverty, democracy and social 
inclusion, these civil society groups are in fact helping the WTO out of its crisis of 
legitimacy. This occurs at a time when the very thing we should be doing is deepening 
the crisis. More importantly, these civil society and social groups are creating conditions 
that would render the anti-globalization movements less dangerous both for themselves 
and for the political and economic elite. They've clearly missed the point. We can only be 
effective if we continue doing whatever it is that makes us dangerous - and do it better. 
It's in being uncivil society that we find we can challenge the WTO and what really lies 
behind it.” 
 
At a time when the most powerful nation in the world is pursuing the near obliteration of 
yet another country in a naked show of 21st century imperialism is this a time to be 
"civil"? In confronting the power of global capital and exposing the role of neoliberal 
policies in inflicting misery and poverty in our communities and across the planet can we, 
should we, be "civil"? 
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